
 
 
 
  
Mounting of the mattress 
 

 
RotoBed®Home comes with a mattress consisting of a main part and a foot part.  
 
The main mattress has 5 buttons on the back.  First place the three lower buttons in the grooves at the 
bottom of the bed. Slide the mattress towards the foot end. Now press the two buttons in the centre 
of the mattress into the corresponding holes in the middle of the bed. 
 
Similarly, the foot mattress has two buttons, which fit into the two round holes in the bed. 
 
 
 
Mounting of side rails 
 
  

RotoBed®Home can be delivered with side rails made of metal or oak laminate.  Regardless of the  
material the side rails are mounted and removed in the same way: 
 
 

     
 

 
Press the small fitting underneath while lifting the side rail.  
 
The side rails can simply be put back into place and will automatically lock. 
 
Do not leave the side rails upright and loose in the bracket. This may cause squeeze risk and damage to 
the bed during rotaion. 
 
 

 

Note: RotoBed®Home should not be used by people without an introduction in the use of the bed. 

RotoBed®Home is CE-marked according to directive (EU) 2006/42/EF. 

RotoBed®Home should be operated exclusively with the remote control. Be sure that children are aware of the 
squeeze risk when adjusting the bed’s positions.  When the bed's leg part is raised, do not overload it with heavy 
objects or persons.  

 

 

 



 

Quick guide for RotoBed® Home 

 

        

 

                                                                                     

Note: As standard, RotoBed®Home is programmed to run to an oblique exit position to facilitate transfer to a 
wheelchair or a walker. If you wish a perpendicular exit position, please see user manual. 

 
Remote control 

 

 

RotoBed®Home can turn either right or left. Therefore, the remote control can also be connected to both the right 
and the left side of the bed. When the remote control is not in use, place it on the side rail. 

 

Exit: Hold down the Chair 

Position key until the bed stops 

in an exit position. To facilitate 

exit you can, by means of the 

remote control, move the 

backrest the last bit forward.             

 

Entry: Get seated as close to the 

backrest as possible for the best 

comfort. Hold down the 

Sleeping Position key until the 

bed is rotated and horizontal. 

Now you can adjust backrest 

and leg part as wished.  
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